Jlg 40h wiring diagram

Need help? Phone or email us today. Same day shipping from the United States! Found in by
John L. Since its founding and first sale, JLG continues to be an industry pioneer and produces
environmentally friendly lift and access equipment. Additionally, JLG stands by this promise
and continually seeks out and embraces ways to increase the sustainability of their company.
Today, JLG is part of the Oshkosh Corporation, but remains steadfast in its resolve towards
meeting the highest challenges of their customers. As the largest manufacturer of aerial lift
equipment and telehandlers, JLG has a wide range of parts available to its machine owners.
JLG boom lift parts include mast-style booms, telescopic booms, electric boom lifts, scissor
lifts and vertical personnel lifts. Their brands are made up of trusted names like Lull, Triple-L,
Gradall and Skytrak , with manufacturing done in the U. Additionally, for those looking for JLG
replacement parts for their scissor lift, you are also in luck because we have a vast of array of
parts for any JLG lift on the market. Group Created with Sketch. Close search. Phone or email
us today Same day shipping from the United States! Fully Stocked. Industry Staff. Fast
Shipping. JLG universial charger. JLG Toggle Switch. JLG joystick. JLG emergency stop
switch. JLG s Toggle Switch. JLG Manual Box. JLG electric motor. JLG aerial joystick. JLG key
switch. JLG Wheel Tire. JLG Foot Switch. JLG speed knob. Previous page. JLG Lift As the
largest manufacturer of aerial lift equipment and telehandlers, JLG has a wide range of parts
available to its machine owners. Log in or Sign up. Heavy Equipment Forums. Thank you for
visiting HeavyEquipmentForums. Our objective is to provide industry professionals a place to
gather to exchange questions, answers and ideas. We welcome you to register using the
"Register" icon at the top of the page. We'd appreciate any help you can offer in spreading the
word of our new site. The more members that join, the bigger resource for all to enjoy. Thank
you! Thank you for joining Heavy Equipment Forums! If you are new to forums we communicate
with "Threads", please search our threads to see if your topic may have already been answered
and if not then click "Post New Thread" in the appropriate forum. This will allow all of our
members to see your question and give you the best chance to be answered. After you've made
a number of posts you will graduate to Full Member status where you'll see a few more
privileges. Following these guidelines will help make this the best resource for heavy equipment
on the net. Thanks for joining us and I hope you enjoy your stay!! Welcome to
HeavyEquipmentForums. Joined: Apr 23, Messages: 20 Location: perth australia. Hi all I would
like to ask if anyone can help The problems were intermittent but now they are permanent I have
bought a manual and i have two other wiring diagrams but mine is different to all of them.
Welcome to HEF knares. If you're ok with that I'll take care of that for you. I'll wait for you to
respond back here before I do that, then I'll move your posts and delete my reply. Let me know. I
don't know what's up with the differences you see in your diagrams compared to the machine
you have, perhaps something to do with an Australian version? I don't know if there's a
difference with a North America and an Aussie version myself. Aside from that, sounds like
you've go some testing to do. All functions work from lower controls. Swing, boom lift, tower
lift, and drive does not work from upper controls, boom telescope and steer does work from
upper controls. I take it swing, boom lift, tower lift, and drive are all proportional controls? If
yes, are these controlled by PQ controllers? I can't recall for sure where they stamped it on the
45HA, and sometimes after a machine has had a few freshen up paint jobs it hides this stamped
number. Just saying look the lower machine frame over real good for a stamped number. Last
edited: Apr 26, In one diagram which i got from the agent, it shows 5 wires going to the PQ
controller, in another, which I downloaded from the net, it shows 6 and in a manual i got from
Canada it shows 7. My machine has 7 but it differs in other ways. I don't have a pic handy of the
45HA upper controls, but this is a pic of the 40H upper controls, kinda give you a look of the PQ
controllers for the proportional functions. I'm fixin to hit the rack here, but I'll look into this
tomorrow, see if we can figure out a way to sort through the wires in a way that we're
communicating from the same page. The main lift, swing and the tower lift is working. I
disconnected what i think is the level control and those things worked, i reconnected it and they
still worked. Drat, I forgot to ask, is this a Ford gas engine or a Deutz diesel? Good to hear you
found the serial number, some times that's important for ordering parts. Intermittent problems
can be tough to troubleshoot. In your case, since all the functions work fine from the lower
controls, but are problematic at the upper controls, the first thing you need to do is check
voltage at the upper controls. If you get excessive voltage drop from bad wiring or bad
connections, by the time you send a voltage signal back down the boom it's dropped off so
much it's insufficient to power up solenoid valves. Assuming it's still wired up using the original
JLG colors, the main power should come to the platform on an 12 gauge orange wire at terminal
The power then goes through the E stop switch, then to the circuit breaker. Power splits off at
circuit breaker, sends ignition power back to lower on blue wire terminal 33, and it sends power
to the foot switch via orange wire. Very important, if you have good 12 volt on the orange wire

going to foot switch, when you step on the pedal, you should now have good 12 volt on the red
wire going to terminal Thanks for your comments willie You have now got me thinking about
voltage drop. However now it is running at high revs, when i operate the Tower lift lever, i can
feel it kick. It lowers down normal I was thinking it might be a faulty switch and i would think
there is system where you cannot operate two switches at once, so this might be affecting the
other switches, making them in operative. Now you mention voltage drop, that might be why i
cant hold it in that position where it works. I will check the points you mentioned while holding
the lever in the lift position. Hi again There are no terminals 31 to 36 inclusive, no 37 is black, no
38 is the red one, The voltage to the control on most wires is Last edited: Apr 27, Ok, I'm not
sure I'm going to be able to help because the way your machine is wired up, it's not matching
the diagrams for that machine and therefore it's going to be difficult at best for us to get on the
same page. Perhaps and Aussie machine is wired different? Perhaps it was simply wired
different by a previous owner who either didn't have the diagrams or didn't care about it being
proper. I just don't know in either of those cases. But if that platform box resembles what I see
on the diagrams, with ignition on and you step on the foot pedal, you should have nominal 12V
on the center terminals of the toggle switches, and the same on terminal 3 of all of the PQ
controller circuit cards. If you don't have 12V at those points you're going to have problems
with operations. Terminal 3 on all of the PQ controller has no power. That terminal is a power
output terminal when the controller is rocked off center, being operated, it sends power to the
toggles for Wheel Motor Speed, Pump Volume, and Hi Engine throttle. Hi, i had no 3 pin wrong,
so i am still not sure I have no white and yellow wires I have power to a pin on all the PQ
controllers The main lift, swing and tower lift are the same supply, white and blue wire The drive
supply is a white and red wire The rocker switches, steer etc all have power The toggle
switches, engine speed etc, have no power but as i think as you say they only get power when
the drive control is actuated Question Is there only one power wire going to each PQ controller.
I would have thought that there would be some sort of circuit that, when any one PQ was being
used, the others would be disabled, i can see that when operating the drive control but not in
the others. I have searched the net for a diagram on these PQ controls, no luck If a PQ unit was
faulty, would it disable the other PQ units and stop them from operating I have contacted my
local agent about having them tested but they tell me they have no way of testing them. At the
end of the day, whatever is the fault, it must be common to the PQs as they are the only things
not working do you know the location of relays no R2 and R3 thanks again. Last edited: Apr 29, I
can see with the way your machine is wired it's going to be awful tough for me to help, just no
way we know we're on the same page. I wonder if you could re-wire your box according to the
diagrams available in the manuals? Even if you have to use different color coded wires, at least
use the diagrams as a map. The PQ controllers should share the same power source, and you
can operate them simultaneously, that's normal operation. Likewise, if one controller goes
down, it doesn't affect the others, their outputs are independent. The R1, R2, and R3 are 14
terminal ice cube relays in the lower control box. They look different compared to the Bosch 5
terminal black cube relays in the lower box. So i know which pin is No 3 and No3 is the one with
the power. You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. Your name or email
address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is:
Forgot your password? Forum Rules. This website or its third-party tools process personal data
e. To learn more, please refer to the cookie policy. In case of sale of your personal information,
you may opt out by sending us an email via our Contact Us page. To find out more about the
categories of personal information collected and the purposes for which such information will
be used, please refer to our privacy policy. You accept the use of cookies or other identifiers by
closing or dismissing this notice, by scrolling this page, by clicking a link or button or by
continuing to browse otherwise. The latest industry newsâ€”straight to your inbox. Sign up for
our eNewsletter now to stay in-the-know. We'll bring you the most relevant peer-to-peer
conversations happening in the trade and tips and tricks to help you get the job done. Invalid
email. This is required. Login to Your Account. Remember Me? Register Forgot password?
What's New? Results 1 to 15 of Thread: Any JLG boom lift gurus here? Thread Tools Show
Printable Version. Any JLG boom lift gurus here? I bought an older JLG boom lift and went
through it mechanically and got it running really well. It is a model but the motor data plate says
and the hour meter has hours. The "Creep" speed setting doesn't work for the boom rotate. It
rotates fine at the normal speed but when you are 40 feet up in the air next to a window it's
kinda nice to take it slow and easy. Where do I start looking to fix this? Join Date Mar Location
jacksonville,fl. Hard to tell,but since it is used maybe someone did some rewireing. I don't think
they are supposed to rotate in fast mode when elevated? I think we have a rental JLG in the
plant now. If so I will check Monday and see if there is a schematic with it. Although it most
likely a lot newer model. I did a bunch of work from a JLG folding boom several years ago. As I

remember it had some kind of internal tilt meter that would cause it to move slower when it was
past a certain point of out of level. This has the tilt circuit and it works as it should. I have been
searching the internet for a manual and came across a page PDF that has wiring diagrams with
motor controls, hydraulics, safety circuits all described by wire color and number, but none of
the devices that they are wired to are identified by anything other than terminal number. I can
physically see a couple of Mico brakes and proportional valves but all the wiring has been
painted over obscuring colors and labels so figuring out the actual schematic has been a pain. I
might need to stop by a place that rents them and see if they have access to a better manual. Is
the 2 speed swing accomplished by a double gear motor? Travel on the mini excavators is done
this way. Or is the 2 speeds from just a solenoid and a speed control restriction valve Originally
Posted by digger doug. That rabbits and snails selector potentiometer acts quite differently on
different machine functions. On mine the basket rotate and tilt functions do not operate on or
near creep speed, but are quick when you turn that pot. The main swing and boom hoist are
only a little slower at creep setting perhaps half then at wide open. I had to go out and look to
see that mine has been at max for a long time, and my joy stick control is sensitive enough to
easily move a fraction of an inch out at or near full extension. A tip for fine movements out at
the end of that long whippy boom; keep an eye on the house, counterweight, and background,
and you can see the first slight motion well before you will feel it out on the end of that boom.
But then you're the guru Yes, I have found a lot of differences between models. On the 40H the
only items that change speed are the 3 listed above. I posted the question on the heavy
equipment forum and will see if someone can point me in the right direction. I have been
pressure washing my house and bracing myself to rotate is unnerving 40 feet in the air and I
have only hit a volleyball net post so far no damage. The service manual for our 60S has about
20 pages of electrical and hydraulic schematics for different engine and equipment combos. If
you have no luck finding the right diagrams for your 40H, contact us and I will have one of our
younger generation scan these for you. Originally Posted by motion guru. This is an old thread.
Is anyone still following it? I have a JLG 40H that the steering and travel are not working on. I
ended up replacing the joystick controls with new versions. The creep speeds are determined
by pot settings on the joysticks. I bought aftermarket units off eBay that are far more moisture
proof than the originals. This would affect travel, but steering on my unit is controlled with a
solenoid valve and not a proportional valve like the travel. Check the link in my earlier post for
the heavy equipment forum that has regular posts on this model. Originally Posted by Helligso.
Tags for this Thread boom , jlg , rotate , speed , work. Bookmarks Bookmarks Digg del. I agree
to receive emails from Practical Machinist containing industry news and updates from Practical
Machinist and its sponsors. You may unsubscribe at any time. Quick Links. Table of Contents.
Service and Maintenance Manual. Relieve system pressure by cycling the applicable control
several times with the engine stopped and ignition on, to direct any line pressure back into the
reservoir. Pressure â€” JLG Lift â€” Page 8 Electrical Assembly Troubleshooting Page 9:
Section 1. Specifications 5. High RPM Alternator - 60 Amp, belt drive. Page Hydraulic Pump 10
Microns Nominal. Steer System. Tires - Return - Non-Bypass Type. Machine Stowed Height.
Model 40H 2WD - 7 ft. Model 40H 4WD - 7 ft. Machine Stowed Length. Travel Speed. Model 40H
2WD - 25 ft. Torque Chart. Page Lubrication Chart. Lubrication Chart. Sheet 1 of 2 â€” JLG Lift
â€” Figure Sheet 2 of 2 â€” JLG Lift â€” Page Pressure Settings Lift Down - psi. Swing - psi.
Main Relief - psi. Sequence Cartridge - psi. Pressure Reducing - psi. Page Major Components
Weights In addition, the last five digits of the serial number are stamped on top of the fly and
base end of the boom and on the left side of the turntable. Serial Number Locations. Page
Section 2 - Procedures 3. If bearing is found to be serviceable, apply a light order to function
properly. Do not â€” JLG Lift â€” When recommended lubricants are machines due to the
wear-in of meshing compo- not available, consult your local supplier for an equivalent that
meets or exceeds the specifications listed. Refer to Table for recommendations for viscosity
ranges. Systems Incorporating Double Acting Page Boom Chains. Typical Three Section Boom
Assembly. Inspection Procedures. Page Wear Pads Fatigue and ultimate strength failures on
JLG Lifts are incurred as a result of severe abuse as design specs are well within the rated
lifting capacity of these chains. Page Cylinder Checking Procedure If leakage continues at a rate
of 4. If no repairs are necessary or when repairs have drops per minute or more, cylinder repairs
must been made, carefully reconnect hydraulic hoses to be made. Boom Positioning and
Support, Cylinder Repair. Inspect cylinder head inside diameter for scoring or Apply a light film
of hydraulic oil to all components other damage and for ovality and tapering. Page 31 See air to
atmosphere. Retighten the bleeder port plug. Table for Torque Specifications. Disconnect the
hydraulic power source and remove 9. Remove the cylinder rod from the holding fixture. Page
Cylinder Removal And Installation 8. Remove the cap screws securing the trunnion pins from
each side of the boom. Using a suitable slide hammer, remove the trunnion pins attaching the

telescope cylinder to the mid boom. Page 33 40 ft. See wheel, or rod end, of the cylinder and
install the cyl- Section Boom Chains for correct torquing proce- inder into the boom assembly.
Page Boom Maintenance 1. Remove hydraulic lines, electrical cables, carrier tube, power track
from right side of boom assembly. Remove the telescope cylinder, extension chain Removal.
Page 35 Page 36 Replace bearings as necessary, ensuring they are installed flush with sheave
surface. Page 37 Place the chain block weldment in position at sheave groove throughout
installation. Page 38 Place clevis bolt on bottom plate and place top or install all clamping or
securing apparatus to plate onto clevis assembly. Secure clevis bolt with clevis pins, washers
and new cotter pins. Park the machine on a flat, level surface. Ensure machine is level and tires
are filled to rated pressure. Shut at RPM using idle adjustment screw on carbu- off all switches
and controllers. Reconnect propor- retor. Shut off engine. To accomplish this the throttle rod be
set richer or leaner, or the amount of putoff may must first be disconnected. With engine speed
switch set to LOW ENGINE, desired direction of rotation is on the desired side to when
footswitch is depressed engine should imme- match the fuel system direction of travel. Page 43
Needle bearings on the butterfly shaft are available on many industrial carburetors to deal with
this problem. Any tendency on the butterfly stick must be corrected. Page 44 RPM shut the
engine off. The ideal gain setting will provide a 4 Pin Connector compromise between quick
response and good stability. Page 45 RPMS before adjusting the governor. On the series, this
should be RPMS. Page 47 The High 5. Carefully adjust Gain. You are looking for the best Engine
speed must be set before setting the over- compromise between quick response and good staspeed. Page Troubleshooting Governor is unable to move fuel system freely with the engine
running. You should see 5 - 30 not enough Actuator force available. If Gover- VDC. See Figure
Automatic Choke Adjustment Procedure or operate a bang-bang function. Just activate footFor all JLG 1. IL and 2. Precision Governor Adjustment, Ford. Sheet 1 of 2. Precision governor
Adjustment, Ford. Sheet 2 of 2 â€” JLG Lift â€” Addco Actuator Adjustments, F2L Activate
footswitch. Hold drive controller in full drive position. Adjust slide pin to contact high engine
limit switch at RPM. Shut off all switches and controllers. Recon- nect proportional dump valve
wire. Just activate foot- or operate a bang-bang function. Just activate foot- switch to get low
engine. Addco Actuator Adjustments, F3L Valve are shown in Figure , , , h. Racine Proportional
Valve Pressure Setting. Racine Proportional Valve Setting. Sheet 4 of 4 â€” JLG Lift â€” Sheet 1
of 4. Sheet 2 of 4 â€” JLG Lift â€” Solenoid Valve Pressure Settings. Page Racine Proportional
Air Gap Adjustment 31, use a depth mike or other measuring instru- ment to determine the
distance from the end of Figure Fully extend boom at horizontal. This b. At the position
indicated on "b" of Figure , try check must be performed after the first 50 hours of to insert the.
Page Wear Tolerance Attach an adequate support sling to the boom and draw all slack from
sling. Prop or block the boom if feasible. From underside of the machine frame, remove bolts
and lockwashers which attach â€” JLG Lift â€” Page Swing Bearing Tolerance Measuring Point
Ensure that all turntable and bearing attachment opposed bolts or clamps to secure the bearing
holes are aligned, and install four diametrically to the frame. Tighten the bolts or clamps evenly
opposed clamps or bolts and nuts to secure the â€” JLG Lift â€” Outer Race - 80 ft. Inner Race ft. Thrust washer may stick to bottom of carrier. Remove retaining ring 12 from spindle 2 and lift
hub from spindle. Remove inside bearing cone 10 and bearing shim â€” JLG Lift â€” Page 85
Place sixteen needle rollers into cluster gear bearing cup 9. Place spacer into opposite side of
cluster gear 6. Place bearing shim 11 over end of spindle and and against needle rollers. Page
Torque Hub 4Wd. Pace cover assembly over ring gear with oil level Remove bearing cone 6
from hub 7. Page 87 Dress applicable surfaces or replace compo- nents as necessary. Inspect
cover for cracks or other damage, and o- ring sealing area for burrs or sharp edges. Dress
applicable surfaces or replace cover as necessary. Page 89 Use a flat object to ensure that ter
gear bore. Place sixteen needle rollers into cluster gear bore. Lower hub onto spindle 1 with
large open end up. Install thrust waster 39 into counterbore Place o-ring 23 into cover assembly
counterbore. Use petroleum jelly or grease to hold o-ring in place. Page Drive Brake, Mico. Tap
cover with a soft mallet in order to dislodge bearing 32 from cover. Page 94 Torque capscrews
to 55 ft. NOTE: If available, a hydraulic press will simplify installation of end cover on housing.
Clamp cover in position while tightening capscrews. Install gasket 2. Align properly. After
installing all the remaining internal components of the brake, install bearing Properly support
the shaft when press- ing the bearing onto shaft. Page Drive Brake, Ausco. Install bolts Tighten
sequentially one turn at a grooves. Back-up rings will be damaged and should time, until power
plate 20 is properly seated. Torque not be removed if replacement is not planned. Drive Brake,
machines Built Prior to May NOTE: Bearings may be re-used if, after thorough inspec- exceed
psi Bar unless two additional tion, they are found to be in good condition. Drive Brake, Mico.
Page Swing Brake, Mico. If hydrostatic bench testing is performed on the tion, they are found to
be in good condition. Swing Brake, Mico. Page Controllers 9. Use suitable containers to retain

any residual both bleeders on the lockout cylinder of the elevated hydraulic fluid, place
containers under each lockout wheel purging any air. Page Oscillating Axle Lockout Test 4.
Basket Rotator Brake. Page Basket Rotator Brake. Check for condition of element; replace as
neces- sary. Check for proper inflation. Clean or replace suction screen. Installation Procedure
1. Clean and dry fly boom top surface before installing the tape. Page Section 3.
Troubleshooting It should be noted that there is no substitute for a thor- ough knowledge of the
equipment and related systems. Page Clean, repair, or replace line or fitting. Slave cylinder not
functioning properly. Repair or replace cylinder. Electrical failure. See proper wiring diagram.
Orifice plugged. Clean orifice. Page Boom Assembly Troubleshooting Binding lift cylinder or
boom pivot pin. Repair or replace cylinder or pin. Boom will not lower. See: Boom will not raise.
Pressure relief valve not functioning properly. Re-adjust or replace valve. Holding valve not
functioning properly. Page Repair or replace valve. Restricted or broken supply line on valve
bank or Clean or replace line. Telescope cylinder not functioning properly. Hydraulic pump not
functioning properly. Repair or replace pump. Page s as required. Pressure reducing valve in
swing circuit malfunc- Repair or replace pressure reducing valve. No electric power to valve.
Page Repair or replace swing control lever. Worn or broken teeth on swing gear or swing motor
Replace gear s as required. Swing brake not functioning properly. Repair or replace swing
brake. Restrictor valves plugged. Clean or replace restrictor valve. Page Turntable Assembly
Troubleshooting Clogged fuel filter. Replace fuel filter. Restricted or broken fuel line. Clean or
replace fuel line. Automatic choke out of adjustment. Adjust choke. Battery discharged. Charge
battery, replace if defective. Fuel pump not working. Replace fuel pump. Page Engine
improperly timed. Time engine. Dirty fuel filter diesel. Replace filter. Fuel line pinched diesel.
Replace fuel line. Throttle governor not working properly. Repair or replace governor. Engine
surges. Governor not adjusted properly. Correctly adjust governor. Air in oscillating axle
hydraulic system. See bleeding procedure in section 2. Cam Valve Stuck or leaking. Repair or
replace cam valve. Lockout cylinder leaking. Page Air in wheel brake circuit. Bleed circuit.
Damaged wiring on control switch. Repair or replace wiring. Control switch not functioning
properly. Replace switch. Determine cause and repair or replace. Brake s not releasing. Page
Check for correct spring and shims in end cap. Sticking spool due to contamination. Remove
end cap and check spool freedom. Ramp set too high in controller. Adjust controller. Sticking
control handle. Repair or replace controller. Page Repair or replace linkage as required. Steer
cylinder not functioning properly. Spindle pins tight or need lubrication. Repair or lubricate
spindles. Page Reset, repair or replace valves as required. Steer wheel toe-in not set properly.
Swivel coupling leaking. Repair or replace swivel coupling. Page Hydraulic Assembly
Troubleshooting Clean, repair or replace line. Air entering system through broken line or fitting.
Repair or replace line or fitting. Splines worn in drive disc. Replace drive disc. Page Restricted
or broken hydraulic line or fitting. Clean, repair, or replace line or fitting. Pump motor solenoid
not functioning properly. Replace solenoid. Pump motor not functioning properly. Repair or
replace motor. Low pilot pressure. Reset valve as required. Page Electrical Assembly
Troubleshooting Faulty starter switch. Travel warning horn inoperative. Circuit breaker open.
Determine and correct cause; reset circuit breaker. Damaged wiring in horn circuit. Damaged
horn. Replace horn. Page Adjust limit switch to activate close with boom at horizontal and
below. High engine solenoid malfunctioning. Repair or replace solenoid valve. Drive pressure
switch malfunctioning. Replace pressure switch. Electrical malfunctioning. Defective engine
governor. Page Two speed drive solenoid valve malfunctioning. Valve orifice plugged. Unplug
valve orifice. Defective drive motor. Grade too steep. Check tractability of machine. Wiring
Diagram - v Generator Ford. Wiring Diagram - v Generator Deutz. JLG Europe B. Print page 1
Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore
password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. By continuing to browse this website, you are
agreeing to our use of cookies. For more information about our use of cook
4 wire oxygen sensor diagram
2000 chevy impala ac compressor
5 way switch wiring diagram guitar
ies, please visit our Terms page. I accept. Select Your Region. Sophisticated Technology Made
Simple. Get the App. Take a virtual tour of our booth now. Virtual Tour. Carry up to three
operators and tools to height HC3 booms have three work zones and increased capacities for
more flexibility with a single machine. View Products. Leave ladders and scaffolding behind It's
time to evolve from outdated tools. Low-level access lifts boost safety and productivity to help
you comfortably reach tasks at up to 20 ft. Explore Options. Discover our new rough terrain
scissors Advanced technology. Industry-leading features. Now in electric and engine power.
See Full Line. Direct Access Your resource for industry trends and information Learn More.
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